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The objective was to see whether Ultraviolet light is harmful to living organisms.  So the experiment was the effect of
ultraviolet light exposure on the number of bacterial colonies.

As the exposure times increased my of the bacteria did not survive.  From the times of zero minutes to three minutes there was
a rapid drop of the survival of bacteria.  From three minutes to five minutes there was a little drop and then a small gain.  There are
many reasons why that could have happened.   One of the reason that the UV light acted this was because was because it excited the
DNA of the bacteria.  The bacteria could not handled it with the DNA getting messed up so it damaged the bacteria.

The hypothesis was supported by the data of the experiment.  The hypothesis went like this, #If the times of ultraviolet light
exposure is increased then the number of bacteria would decrease.#  The reason it was given do to the references of pervious
knowledge that said how ultraviolet light is harmful.  This was mostly supported by my data.  
My data came out to what was mostly expected that the amount that survived would go down with more UV light.  In this case it
went down in a big slope unlike what was thought that it would gradually go down at a nice even slat.  It seemed that in all of the
data there was a result that was very high.  In the graphs made for each one it looked like a mountain with small little hills.  This
could also be noticed when looking at the raw data.  For instances take three minutes of UV exposure and see what the average is
14% and one of them is 60% of survival.  That is very odd in a case like that.  That must have been due to a minor mistake that just
helped the bacteria grow.  The results of the experiment all varied and had some significant things in the case that could have been
changed.

The experiment could be modified to see if there is a cure to all these kind of things.  You could for instance put sunscreen and
see whether that will even help you in the slightest way not to damage and bacteria.  There are a few of the things that can be
changed to see whether the experiment will work.

The results of the experiment will benefit most people in some way.

Summary Statement  (In one sentence, state what your project is about.)

How does ultraviolet light exposure affect living organisms.
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